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Naval Postgraduate School
Center for Additive Manufacturing - CAM

Mission
Interdisciplinary research in additive
manufacturing (AM) with special emphasis on
the needs in the naval domain.
Our Vision
Integrate additive manufacturing with an array of
emerging technologies to help achieve the
highest levels of warfighters’ mission readiness,
agility, self-sustainment, reach and overall
power projection in its operations on the sea,
shore, and air. Contact: Center Co-directors
Dr. Amela Sadagic
asadagic (at) nps (dot) edu
Phone: 831-656-3819
Dr. Emre Gunduz
emre (dot) gunduz (at) nps (dot) edu
Phone: 831-656-6288
 














Provide defense-focused graduate education,
including classified studies and interdisciplinary
research, to advance the operational effectiveness,
technological leadership and warfighting advantage
of the Naval service.
Naval Postgraduate School
1 University Circle, Monterey, CA 93943
Driving Directions | Campus Map
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MOVES faculty Dr. D. Brutzman and Dr. A. Sadagic, with MOVES alumni Maj. Friedell and CS
student LCDR Grimshaw in front of 3D printed submersible (Aug 2017)
